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All-round Afghanistan
beat Namibia by 62 runs
ABU DHABI, Oct 31:
Pacers Hamid Hassan and
Naveen-ul-Haq shared six wickets
between them in impressive bowling spells as Afghanistan crushed
Namibia by 62 runs in their Super
12 match of the T20 World Cup
here today.
Opting to bat, Afghanistan
posted 160 for five thanks to
handy
contributions
from
Hazratullah
Zazai
(33),
Mohammad Shahzad (45), Asghar
Afghan (31) -- who was playing
his last international match -- and
Mohammad Nabi (32 not out).
With the ball, the Afghans
restricted Namibia to 98 for nine
for their second win in the tournament.
Chasing 161, Namibia lost
three wickets inside the power
play and could never recover from
there. Naveen-ul-Haq (3/26)
removed Craig Williams (1) and
Michael van Lingen (11) early in a
spell of 2/2 and then added another wicket later on.
Hamid Hassan (3/9 from 4
overs) tormented the Namibia
middle-order as he got the wickets
of captain Gerhard Erasmus (12),
top-scorer David Wiese (26) and
JJ Smit (0).
Namibia were 29 for three in
5.2 overs with Gulbadin Naib
(2/19) chipping in with the wicket
of Jan Loftie-Eaton (11).
Star spinner Rashid Khan
(1/14 from 4 overs), who was

introduced in the eighth over, got
Zane Green out for 1 in his first
delivery of the day as Namibia
found themselves tottering.
Green missed the ball completely and he was cleaned up.
The asking rate was rising as
Namibia needed 106 from the
back end of their innings and having lost four wickets, their woes
continued with captain Erasmus
getting out in the 11th over as a
yorker from Hassan crashed on to
his leg stump.
Namibia were 56 for five and
the match was as good as over by
then but an unrelenting Hassan
got his second wicket in the form
of Smit three balls later.
Earlier, Afghan played a nice
little cameo to score 31 off 23 balls
in his farewell game, which helped
Afghanistan post 160 for five.
Afghanistan made a strong
start, reaching to 50 for no loss at
the end of power play, with the
opening pair of Zazai and
Shahzad sharing a 53-run stand in
6.4 overs.
But Afghanistan fizzled out
after that as wickets fell at regular
intervals and there was no substantial partnership. They recovered a bit towards the end, scoring
51 from the last five overs, thanks
to Afghan.
The 33-year-old right-handed
batter, who was earlier known as
Asghar Stanikzai, has played six
Tests, 114 ODIs and 75 T20Is
after making debut in 2009. (PTI)
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Senior Women One Day Trophy

Bismah, Sheerazah, Sandhya demolish
formidable Nagaland by 59 runs
Excelsior Sports Correspondent board in 50 overs, losing 7 wickets in the process. Bismah
KOLKATA, Oct 31: Bismah Hassan and Rudrakshi Chib conHassan and skipper Sandhya tributed unbeaten 15 and 10 runs
Sayal's brilliance with the ball, to the total respectively. Sarla
while Sheerazah Banoo and Devi also scored 9 runs.
Nadia Chowdhary's excellence
None of the other batters
and exuberance with the willow could manage to cross the douhelped J&K to thrash formidable ble figure mark. Nadia and
Nagaland by a big margin of 59 Sheerazah in particular, while
runs in their Plate Group Round consolidating the innings were
III match of the BCCI's Senior in sublime touch and hit the ball
Women One Day Tournament at with fluid grace and utter brilJU Second Campus, Salt Lake, liance. For Nagaland, Gautami
here today.
Naik and Kiran Navgire took 2
Earlier,
J&K
skipper wickets each, while Elina and
Sandhya Sayal won the toss and Marensola claimed 1 wicket
elected to bat first.
each.
Batting first, J&K lost early
In reply, Nagaland bundled
wickets and were tottering at out for 84 runs in 35.2 overs,
46/6 at one stage, with almost all thus lost the match by a big marthe top and middle-order batters gin of 59 runs. Gautami Naik top
back to the pavilion. However, scored with 26 runs, while Elina
dependable Sheerazah Banoo and Talirenla contributed 16
and gritty all-rounder Nadia runs each.
Chowdhary once again salvaged
Bismah was the wrecker-inthe sinking ship by making a chief, who took 4 important
magnificent partnership of 63 wickets by conceding 28 runs in
runs to take the score to 109 her 10 overs, while skipper
runs, before Nadia was dis- Sandhya was once again ecomissed at her individual score of nomical, who bowled 8.2 overs
28 runs off 65 balls.
and took 3 important wickets by
However, Sheerazah contin- conceding just 15 runs and Sarla
ued her focus and played sensi- Devi took 2 wickets.
bly to score valuable 40 runs off
J&K will face Bihar in their
86 balls to help her team put a next outing on November 1 at 22
decent total of 143 runs on the Yards, Salt Lake, Kolkata.

Mega Dangal inaugurated at Nardiwala
Excelsior Sports Correspondent
JAMMU, Oct 31: Sports activities play an important role in personality development of youth,
said Chairman Team Jammu
Zorawar Singh Jamwal while
inaugurating a Mega Dangal with
theme ‘Say Not To Drugs’, organized at Government Middle
School Nardiwala, Akhnoor, here

so that girl students can also shine
and bring laurels for J&K in
wrestling events.
He further said that there is a
lack of proper sports policy in
J&K due to which youth are
unable to exhibit their calibre
despite having capacity and talent.
Chairman Dangal Committee
Nardiwala and DySP KD Bhagat

Chairman, Team Jammu, Zorawar Singh introducing players
during a Dangal at Nardiwala in Akhnoor.
today.
About 87 bouts in various cat- said that such type of events
egories having total money prizes revives our culture and are a beauworth 10 lakh were held. Two tiful example of communal harheavy bouts having money prizes mony.
Prominent persons including
worth Rs 1.5 lakh were the main
show of the event and were Headmaster Surjeet Singh, Bodh
respectively won by Wrestlers Raj, Kasturi Lal, Suraj Parkash,
Sonu from Delhi and Ghani from Ashok Kumar Targah, Sarpanchs
Shamsher Singh, Rashpal Sharma,
Malerkotla (Punjab).
In his address, Team Jammu Tarlok Chand Sharma and many
chief appreciated the Dangal others were present during the
Committee especially its chair- event.
Large number of spectators
man, DySP KD Bhagat, for
arranging such a mega event. He from different parts of Jammu,
said that Dangals play an impor- Samba, Udhampur and Kathua
tant role in keeping the youth on witnessed the Dangal and apprecithe right track and away from drug ated the bouts played and efforts of
abuse and suggested to promote organizers for holding this mega
wrestling among females as well, wrestling event.

Sports event concludes at DPL Jammu
Excelsior Sports Correspondent
JAMMU, Oct 31: Sports event
organised by District Police in
connection with National Police
Flag Day, concluded at DPL, here
today.
SSP Jammu, Chandan Kohli
was chief guest of the function,
whereas Ramnish Gupta, SP Hqrs
Jammu and KD Bhagat DySP
DAR Jammu along with other
police officers were also present
on the occasion.
A large number of teams had
participated in the event which

DUBAI, Oct 31:
India's superstar cricketers
Former MLA & BJP leader Devender Singh Rana introduc- were pummelled on a secondstraight Sunday as a disciplined
ing wrestlers during an event at Bajalta on Sunday.
New Zealand firmly pushed
them towards the exit door with
an easy eight-wicket victory in
the ICC T20 World Cup here.
The defeat that puts India in
serious danger of losing out on a
semi-final berth also raises quesExcelsior Sports Correspondent and becoming equally important tions about outgoing T20 skipand glamorous. This is a good per Virat Kohli's abject failure to
JAMMU Oct 31: Saying that omen for the rural activity, which win an ICC tournament in four
sports hold big promise for career has been very popular for centuries, attempts as captain.
advancement of youth, former he added.
While Kohli is set to step
MLA and BJP leader Devender
He urged the youngsters to par- down from T20 captaincy, this
Singh Rana today called for socie- ticipate in the game in a big way
tal responsibility in promotion of and prepare for various national defeat puts his ODI leadership
future also in doubt.
games.
and international events with a
If Pakistan match was a
"Sports is not only beneficial sense of commitment.
for overall physical growth but late"Like any other sport, the humiliating experience, the
ly it has emerged as a big incentive youngsters can take wrestling as a encounter against New Zealand
in shaping careers", Rana said at the profession", he said adding that this was embarrassing to say the least
concluding function of Bajalta calls for patience, resilience, devo- as a meagre target of 111 was
Wrestling Competition, while tion and hard work.
chased down by Daryl Mitchell
expressing satisfaction over tradiHe complimented the sports (49 off 35 balls) and skipper
tional rural sports making a big lovers for cheering up the wrestlers Kane Williamson (33 not out off
comeback.
saying encouragement inspires 31 balls) in only 14.3 overs.
Abdul Gani of Muneerkotla them to give their best.
This was after India managed
defeated Sanjay Gujjar of Delhi
Those present at the conclud- 110 for 7 in 20 overs in which
and clinched the winner's trophy in ing function included Ch Rehmat
the tournament, organized by Ali, BDC Nagrota, Dharamveer they didn't effectively score runs
Dangal Committee Bain Bajalta in Singh Jamwal, Ashok Singh in nine of those overs (54 dot
which wrestlers from Haryana, Manhas, Narayan Sharma, Ab balls). Worse, they were just able
Punjab, Delhi, and Himachal Hussain, Ilyas, Attar Hussain, to hit a single boundary between
Pradesh besides Jammu participat- Maqsood Husain, Raju Raj Mohd, overs 8 and 15 when two spined. In all 75 bouts were held in the Ashiq Hussain, Hussain Ali, ners were in operation.
tournament.
The equation for India now
Zulfiqar, Teru Ram Sharma, Gopal
Congratulating the winner, run- Dass and others.
gets muddled up and only
ner up and others who participated
Earlier Devender Singh Rana Afghanistan's victory over New
in the tournament, Rana expressed inaugurated a multi brand kitchen Zealand can raise hopes of an
happiness over wrestling remaining appliances and cookwares at outside chance to qualify for the
popular among Indian youth, Channi Himmat, a venture by
notwithstanding slight setbacks to young entrepreneurs Ajay Gupta semi-finals.
That too if they win all their
the sport across the world over the and Raman Gupta.
remaining matches against
years. Now, the sport is flourishing
Afghanistan, Namibia and

Gani defeats Sanjay in Bajalta wrestling event

Sports hold promise for career
advancement of youth: Rana

Deaf Judo team shines in Paris

Elite Runner flagging off Duathlon at Jammu on Sunday.

Excelsior Sports Correspondent

2nd Edition of Jammu Duathlon-2021 organised

JAMMU, Oct 31: In yet another shot in the arm of J&K sports
performance, J&K's Rakshanda
Mehak who is part of Indian team
for deaf clinched bronze medal in
World Deaf Judo Championship
held at Paris Versailles, France.
Congratulating the winning
team, Farooq Khan, Advisor to the
Lieutenant Governor said that our
National Girls team has won
bronze medal by defeating South
Korean team.
Advisor Khan added that
Nirchara Umed of Haryana in
below 57 KG category, Divya
Tiwari of Uttar Pradesh in below 52
KG category and Rakshanda
Mehak of J&K have added one

Aman Gupta, Kanupriya Garg stood winners
Excelsior Sports Correspondent the event with clocked timing
5:20 hours, 5:26 hours & 5:31
JAMMU, Oct 31: Jammu hours respectively, whereas in
Hill Sports Club (JKSC) organ- female category, Kanupriya
ised Jammu’s 2nd Edition of Garg has completed the run with
Duathlon 70.3, powered by AM clocked timing 7:54 hours.
TATA, wherein 124 athletes parIn Olympic Distance (Male),
ticipated in Duathlon 70.3 and the
winners
were
Olympic Distance category, Chandershekhar (02:10 hours),
here today.
Akershit Pathak (02:20 hours)
Determined to win, about & Anav Puri (02:22 hours),
124 athletes gathered at Shiva whereas in female category, the
Farms Jammu to participate in winners were Dr Ritu Ahal
the 2nd edition of the Jammu (03:07 hours), Harry (03:11
Duathlon. A ‘Duathlon’ consists hours) & Sonia Sawhney (03:15
of Running and Cycling-the hours).
usual format is run-cycle-run.
Some of the finest Athletes
The much-awaited Jammu’s of Jammu braved the tough conannual largest open category ditions and made their city
Duathlon, which started at 4 am proud by performing above
with the flag off, was done by their potential and excelling in
Elite Runner DySP Naresh the respective, said organisers
Sharma and Parshotam Lal. The of the event and thanked to
participants of the Duathlon Kaffberry (Nutrition Partner),
70.3 started with 2 km running, Anytime Fitness, Saraswati
90 km cycling and then finished Jewellers,
Kapahi
with running leg 21kms with Constructions, Legno Furniture,
final cut off time being 8:30 Maximum Health Care, Kapil
hours, whereas the Olympic Arora, Food Strong Design
Distance started at 6 am with School, Swastik Hotel and
flagged off by Ankur Mahajan Wondrous Women for their
and Elite Runner Vijay Sharma, unconditional support and also
wherein the participants of the said that without sponsors,
said event Olympic Distance many programs, events and
started with 1.5 km running, 40 spaces would not be viable.
km cycling and then finished
with running leg 10 kms with
final cut off time being 4:30
hours.
In Duathlon 70.3 (Male),
1.Aman Gupta, Tarlok Bhatia
and Sawan Nagpal completed

was held from October 22 to 31.
In the final, three matches
were played including two
Kabaddi and one Volleyball
matches on the concluding day.
Dr.Isha Kaul W/o Suhail
Girl's teams Kings Sports
Sharma, D/o
Club-A beat Kings Sports Club-B
Vimal Kumar
by 11 points (31-20), whereas 2nd
Kaul
and
match was won by District Police
Mohini Kaul,
Lines Jammu defeating Khour
R/o Greater
Club by 16 points (26-10) and 3rd
Kailash, has
match (Volleyball) was between
been
conDistrict Police Lines Jammu and
ferred with
Gangyal Youth Club which was
won by Gangyal Youth Club by 2- the degree of Doctor of
0 sets (21-25 & 21-25).
Philosophy (Ph.D) in Public
Administration,
Panjab
University, Chandigarh. She
worked on the topic "Disaster
Management in India : A Case
Study of Jammu & Kashmir"
under the supervision of Dr.
Nemi
Chand,
Associate
Professor.
Monika

Dignitaries and winners posing for a group photograph along
with a trophy at Leh.

2nd edition of Ladakh
Police Archery Meet held
Excelsior Sports Correspondent and Stanzin Delex (Skara Red)
remained highest double bulls
LEH, Oct 31: Ladakh Police eye and highest bull eye respecorganised 2nd edition of Ladakh tively.
Police Archery Meet wherein 18
The chief guest congratulated
teams of Leh and Kargil as well the participants and promised to
as three teams of Ladakh Police organise such sports events on a
participated.
regular basis. The whole event
The ADGP & Head of Police was conducted by the Security
UT Ladakh, Satish Khandare was Wing of Ladakh Police.
the chief guest, whereas Tsewang
Dorjay, president of Modern Meena Yadav D/o Surender
Archery Players Association was
K u m a r
the guest of honour.
Yadav curThe winner Skara Red with
rently pursu1052 points (Stanzin Delex)
ing Ph.D in
awarded with cash prize of Rs
Soil Science
20,000, whereas runner-up team
at SKUAST
Chiktan with 1026 points
Jammu has
(Maqbool Ahmad) secured cash
qualified
prize of Rs 15,000 and 2nd run- NET 2021 conducted by ASRBner-up team with 1005 points New Delhi. She is an ICAR(Wanqdus) awarded with cash Fellow for her PhD programme
prize of Rs 10,000, besides and qualified NET second time
Manzoor Hussain (IR25th Bn) in row.

India stare at exit after being
walloped by New Zealand

Menia,

D/o Tara
Chand, who
has qualified
NET
in
A g r o n o m y,
the result of
which was
declared by
A S R B

recently.
Jyoti Sharma, D/o Ram Saroop
and Manisha
Devi,
R/o
Shibu Chak
Bishnah,
who
has
qualified in
A g r o n o m y,
the result of
which was declared by ASRB
recently .
Meenakshi Attri, D/o Vijay
Kumar and Sumita Attri, R/o
K e s o
Manhasan,
Ramgarh,
who
has
qualified
NET
in
A g r o n o m y,
the result of
which was declared by the
ASRB recently.

Scotland.
But for all practical purposes, Kohli's team, with its archaic
version of T20 cricket, does not
deserve a place in the last four.
New Zealand exposed the
outfit's inadequacies, mostly
poor mindset and atrocious shot
selection, something that was
exploited to the hilt by Pakistan
just a week back.
Post World T20, a lot of senior players may not be seen
playing the shortest format as
the one thing that this team
swears by -- playing fearless
cricket -- was nowhere to be
seen.
It seemed like catching practice for the New Zealand team as
most of the batters were out in
the deep trying to force the pace
and failing miserably. There
were 54 dot balls, which meant
that India didn't score any runs
in nine of their 20 overs.
There were no demons in the
track and India's shoddy show
with the willow was a consequence of poor team selection,
not relying on form players and
the failure to have any flexibility in the side, which lacked
proper multi-skilled cricketers.
And true to 'Murphy's Law'
that "anything that can go wrong
will go wrong at the worst possible time", the team simply fell
apart.
For example, Rohit Sharma
and Virat Kohli both lost form at
the same time. The middleorder, which was a worry,
remained so and Hardik Pandya
as a batter completely flopped
on big days.(PTI)

more feather in the cap. The championship was held at Versailles,
France from 26-30th October 2021
and the team is scheduled to arrive
back to Jammu from Delhi on 1st
November 2021.
While complimenting the
coach Suraj Bhan Singh for training the athletes, Farooq Khan said
that they nm brought laurels to the
nation and are giving a tough competition to the international athletes.
Advisor also remarked that
more and more modern-day faciliWinners and dignitaries posing for a group photograph at
ties are being added to train our athletes in the proper manner and day Jammu.
is not far away when our athletes
will be considered second to none
both nationally as well as interna- Excelsior Sports Correspondent winning team and for Veteran
tionally.
Legends, Rakesh and Parveen
JAMMU, Oct 31: Bhargav Singh netted one goal each.
Legends trounced Veteran
Rajinder Singh Tara, DySP
Legends by 5 goals to 2 in the Manjeet
Singh,
Inspector
2nd Master Harbans Singh Gurmeet Singh and Ashok
Memorial Hockey Tournament, Khajuria were among the digniplayed at Bhargav Public HSS taries of the event.
Jammu & Kashmir, Ladakh, Gadi Garh, here today.
The match was officiated by
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Sarabjeet Singh of Bhargav
Uttar Pradesh & Rajasthan) to Legends scored three goals, Janak Singh and Jasvinder
compete with a theme 'Har Ghar while Jasvinder Singh and Singh. The tournament is being
sponsored by Ranbir Singh
Archery Har Gaon Archery'.
Kuldeep
Singh
(captain) Nikka in the memory of his
Khelo India Archery events
clinched
one
goal
each
for
the
father late Harbans Singh.
will be included in the AAI calen-

Bhargav Legends beats Veteran Legends by 5-2 goals

1st Khelo India Archery Tourney
on Nov 7 at Sonepat
Excelsior Sports Correspondent
JAMMU, Oct 31: Archery
Association of India (AAI) in collaboration with Sports Authority of
India (SAI) is going to organise the
1st Khelo India Archery
Tournament for Senior and Junior
(Recurve & Compound) at Sonepat
(Haryana) on November 7.
These events are planned with
the aims to enhance domestic
competition, mass participation
and to give an opportunity to the
Archers of Northern region (Delhi,
Haryana, Chandigarh, Punjab,

dar as a regular feature and the
competitions in other zones will be
announced soon.
The AAI is encouraging eligible States to participate in these
events and send their States' team
entries in each category. The event
is being organised by Haryana
Archery Association.

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
FLOOD CONTROL DIVISION AKHNOOR
e-Mail: xenfcdakhnoor@gmail.com

Phone/Fax No: 01924-252255

CANCELLATION OF E-NIT NO. 22 OF 2021-22
This is for the information for all concerned that the etenders invited vide this office e-NIT No. 22 of 2021-22
dated: 12-10-2021 for work No. 1 namely "Construction of
crate revetment to protect agricultural land and other infrastructure at Ranjan Nallah Upper and Lower at places" and
work No. 2 namely "Construction of protection work by way
of laying of crates to protect land and other infrastructure at
Gharota Nallah Upper & Lower and its creeks at places" is
hereby cancelled due to poor response from contractors/
agencies.
Sd/Executive Engineer
Flood Control Division
Akhnoor

DIP/J-8654/21
Dated: 30-10-2021

DIP/J-8609/21
Date : 30.10.2021

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER,
TRANSMISSION LINE MAINTENANCE
DIVISION-VIII, JKPTCL, AMBEDHKAR CHOWK, RAILWAY ROAD, JAMMU
e-mail: xentlmd8@gmail.com

Tele/Fax: 0191-2451732

Subject:Extension of E-NIT No.:TLMD-VIII/J/T/16 of 2021-2022
Dated: 08/10/2021
********

EXTENSION OF DATES
Due to poor response the dates of captioned E-NIT's are hereby extended:
_________________________________________________________________________
1
Last date for submission of hard copy of e-bid
05-11-2021(02.00PM)
_________________________________________________________________________
2
e-Bid submission (end) date & Time
05-11-2021(02.00PM)
_________________________________________________________________________
3
Online Commercial and Technical e-Bid
06-11-2021(02:00 PM)
opening date & Time
_________________________________________________________________________
All other terms and conditions shall remain unchanged.
Sd/Executive Engineer,
TLMD-VIII, JKPTCL,
Jammu

DIP/J-3954-P/21
Dt. 30-10-2021

